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4x

4x increase in batch 
processing rate

Database I/O waits virtually 
disappeared

Administrators have more 
free time to work on strategic 
projects

Test data creation time reduced 
from 11 days to 1.5 days

Backups can run at any time 
without throttling performance

Production databases are 
Windows SQL Server and 
Oracle

Deployed easily using 
VMware Vmotion

120 virtual servers are hosted

Two Pure Storage FA-420s 
used as primary storage at 
data center
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SOLUTIONSOLUTION

IT Operations Manager
David Gloff

The improvement 
to our production 
payroll processing 
environment was 
unbelievable.

To ensure that processing speeds remain at maximum levels, SurePayroll checks the system’s burst 

processing rate daily. From day one, the FlashArray drove an unexpected increase in processing 

speed that now gives the company 2,375% of the speed capacity needed to run payroll.

Every month, the IT team makes a copy of production data so that administrators can test new 

versions of their software based off of the current data set rather than old data. This requires extra 

processing power since SurePayroll requires that all customer data remain secure and protected at 

all times. “Previously, this process typically took up to 11 days—which is why we only used to only do 

it once per quarter. With the FlashArray, we can now snapshot all of our SQL databases, copy them 

and mount the copies to a scrubbing server in under five minutes. With Pure Storage, the entire 

process is done in a day and a half,” said Gloff. 

SurePayroll also had a positive support experience with Pure Storage. During testing, they 

experienced an issue that caused a performance reduction. After speaking with the Pure Storage 

support team, the issue was quickly escalated to engineering and perfect performance was 

restored within a couple of hours. “I’ve never experienced a vendor who has done a rev of their 

code to fix a problem that only I experienced,” said Gloff. 

The Solution: Everything Gets Faster and Easier with the 
Power of All-flash

With new business opportunities emerging, the IT team 

needed a more powerful storage solution that would 

continue to support their SQL databases, increase 

processing speeds and enable the existing production environment to be managed easily and 

without interruption. “After reviewing several options, we chose all-flash Pure Storage FlashArrays 

for all of our primary storage because they easily support our existing Fibre Channel environment, 

and unlike a hybrid solution, we don’t have to worry about active datasets not caching well and 

being run on disk,” said IT Operations Manager, David Gloff.

After deploying the Pure Storage FlashArray, SurePayroll experienced a boost in processing speed 

that allowed the company to provide payroll services to more companies and service providers. 

Snapshots made software testing and development easier, helping to drive faster time to market 

for the company’s SaaS payroll services. In addition, simplified management of primary storage 

through Pure Storage’s built-in web GUI enabled a significant increase in storage capacity without 

requiring valuable time and effort to be spent on monitoring performance levels.

The Answer: Pure Storage FlashArray 
Delivers Accelerated Performance 
and Simplified Storage Management 
for SaaS Payroll Service

SurePayroll is a trusted provider of easy online payroll services to small businesses nationwide. 

Whether a business has 1, 10 or 100 employees, SurePayroll delivers peace of mind by combining 

industry-leading technology and personalized support from an award-winning, U.S.-based 

customer care team.   

As the company began experiencing rapid growth, the IT team sought a new storage solution that 

could grow with the business. In addition, SurePayroll 

wanted a solution that would allow the company to 

explore new reporting options for its customers. 

The Challenge: Optimize System Performance for Production 
Datacenter with SQL Databases

ACCELERATED DATA PROCESSInG DRIVES 4x InCREASE In PAyROLL PROCESSInG CAPACITy

SurePayroll Gets Primary Storage That Pays
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